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SAMPLE ANSWERS TO MIDTERM 

 
Please see the syllabus for the format of the exam and expectations.   
On the actual exam, you will be given approximately one half page of space to 
complete the short answer questions. 
 
Please answer any eight of the following ten short answer questions:  
 

1. Within the context of food marketing, what is the value chain and why is it 
important? 

 
The value chain is a process in which different parties 
progressively add value to food products after they leave the 
farm.  Here, firms specialize in what they do well, often 
taking advantage of economies of scale.  Value is added 
through such activities as processing, manufacturing, and 
transportation, each getting the product closer to the form 
desired by the end consumer.  This process is important 
because end consumers demand complex products with services 
added that no one party is likely to be able to offer in a 
cost-effective manner. 
 
2. In class, we covered several functions in agricultural markets.  Please discuss 

the significance of processing and facilitating. 
 
Processing involves transforming the product from one form to 
another, often removing bulk and impurities.  Millers, for 
example, transform grain into flower.  These processors can 
take advantage of economies of scale by handling several 
farmers’ crops, allowing buyers such as manufacturers to 
receive a less bulky product that has been prepared for their 
needs. 
 
Facilitating involves coordination between parties.  Agents, 
for example, may match farmers having crops to sell with 
processors wanting to buy these.  The facilitator can spread 
the cost of market analysis and negotiations over many farmers 
that they service, freeing the farmers to focus on what they 
do best.  They can then determine when buyers need the product 
and work backwards, coordinating with transportation services 
and farmers to have the products ready when needed. 



 
3. What are some problems frequently encountered in food marketing?  (NOTE:  

To correspond with the material covered, this question 
should have referred to problems in farm marketing). 

• Lack of control over harvests market prices 
• A delay between efforts to adjust quantity and the 

result. 
• Incentive issues in joint and individual marketing 

efforts for commodities. 
• Superior bargaining power of buyers 
• Cost squeezes—costs do not tend to go down along with 

market prices 
 

4. How can the study of demographics be helpful in food marketing? 
 
Demographic analysis allows food marketers to determine both 
current market sizes, based on the distribution of consumers 
who are more likely to consume a particular product, and to 
predict future market sizes.  This allows firms to make 
decisions on the markets that would be attractive for 
investment and when it may be needed to diversify. 
 
5. How do gross and net margins differ? 
 
Gross margins represent the difference between what a retailer 
pays the wholesaler and what is being charged to the customer.  
If a product cost $0.75 and was sold for a dollar, the gross 
margin is 25%.  Net margins represent what is left once 
allocated fixed costs (such as wages, utilities, insurance, 
and real estate) have been covered.  For example, if 22 cents 
had been allocated for overhead, the net margin would be 3%. 
 
6. How can scanner data be useful for retailers and manufacturers?  
 
Scanner data allows retailers and manufacturers to assess the 
effect of marketing decisions.  The manufacturer can compare 
sales when a coupon was offered and when it was not.  It is 
also possible to find out how much of a difference it makes if 
a coupon is available for a competitor’s product. 
 
Retailers can check for the effect of putting one or more 
brands on sale, having a store coupon, or giving extra shelf-
space to one brand. 
 
 
7. In class, we discussed two positioning strategies based on country-of-origin 

effects.  Please discuss when each may be appropriate.  
 
Country-of-origin should generally be emphasized when 
consumers perceive a product in that category to be preferable 



(e.g., Belgian chocolate, German beer) and should be de-
emphasized when the combination is not well perceived (e.g., 
German wine). 
 
8. Please discuss the significance of different consumer segments in determining 

overall demand for a product. 
 
Total demand for a product is determined by adding up the 
demands from different segments.  This gives the average price 
elasticity.  However, segments tend to behave differently.  
Some segments may be highly price elastic, dramatically 
increasing their chicken purchases when prices are lowered.  
Others may be less price sensitive.  Since only some of the 
consumers would respond to a price decrease, there may be 
opportunities to price discriminate (e.g., make a coupon 
available only to price sensitive consumers who are willing to 
go through the effort of cutting and bringing it). 
 
9. What are some ways that consumer response to various price levels can be 

estimated?  How reliable are such estimates?  
 
It is very difficult to estimate how much consumers are 
willing to pay for a product.  The most effective way is 
experimentation—seeing how much is sold at different prices in 
different areas.  For existing products, scanner data may be 
used.  Estimates are usually not very reliable. 
 
 
10. The text suggests that the abundance of land in U.S. is not the reason for our 

productivity.  What is and why? 
 
The main reason is productivity through science and 
technology.  U.S. firms and the government have invested a 
great deal of resources in research, creating more productive 
seeds, technology, and processes, and farmers have been 
willing to adopt this technology. 


